Price Index (simple for CGPI). The public-use dataset from Chinese Bank is used in this research. We carry out a thorough research, and compare twenty-four kinds of different models and present the optimal results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Corporate Goods Price Index (CGPI) is a investigation and statistics system in China, which is approved by Chinese statistical bureau, and implemented by Chinese Bank. The reprehensive products in CGPI includes 791 kinds of products, which stand for overall material products which cover agricultural products, minerals, oil and coal products, and processing products. It also contains primary product, intermediate product, and final products, even consumer goods and investment goods.
Data mining is commonly considered as the process of extracting the useful knowledge and rules from large collections of data [1] . Data mining techniques have been proven to be successful application in many areas, incluing Marketing, Economy, Medicine, Science and so on [2] . In this work we took advantage of AI technique (data mining) to analyze the dataset of CGPI.
II. RELATED WORK
After the literature survey, we found that there have been only a few studies on the CGPI analysis using statistical approaches [3] . Chen used multivariant statistical approaches to do the linear regression analysis to CGPI. The study of Chen [3] shows that multivariant statistical approaches is an possible method to study the relationship among the statistical parameters of CGPI, and estimate the current price to monitor the macrography economics. However, unfortunately Chen only investigated one approach, and this research should be still preceded deeply. More data mining algorithm could be investigated and be compared in this research.
III. DATASET AND METHOD
In this study, we adopted the dataset of CGPI from 2000 to 2009 in P.R. China. The data source is from the website of Chinese Bank, which includes 5 attributes and 117 records. The summary of the dataset is shown as Appendix A.
We have used Weka to experiment with these algorithms. Weka is a open source data mining software, which contains the tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization [4] .
Five performance measurements are used in this research: correlation coefficient, mean absolute error, root mean squared error, relative absolute error, root relative squared error.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The overall results are shown in Appendix B, and we picked up the optimal results shown in Appendix C. After comparing, we could find that M5Rules algorithm has the best performance. 
A. The data model of function
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D. ANALYSIS
We use M5Rules model to analyze the parameters of CGPI. It is clearly shown that the parameter of processing product have most influence on overall index and play determinative role. The parameter of processing product increases one point, then overall index will increase 0.6861 point. Secondly, the parameter of agricultural product play certain influence. The parameter of agricultural product increases one point, then overall index will increase 0. 225 point. However, the parameters of oil product and mine product have little influence on overall index, and could be ignored in some certain situation.
V. CONCLUSION
This study clearly shows that AI technique (data mining) is a good method to study parameters relation of CGPI. We could take good advantage of data mining algorithm result to track CGPI and monitor macroeconomy. In future, we could also investigate time series algorithm to predict CGPI. 
